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1.

HUMAN RESOURCES

Recruitment: 1 February 2019 to 28 February 2019
External Permanent Appointments:
Name
Position
NIL

Department

Commenced

Internal Permanent Appointments:
Name
Position

Department

Commenced

Malika Gordon

TS, RWMF

15 February 2019

RWM Facility Operator (PT)

External Appointment:
End-term Contract/s:
NIL
Internal Appointment:
End-term Contract/s:
Secondment
Scott Garwood
HR Officer

CCS, Human Resources

Resignations / Terminations:
Name
Position
Robin Granites
Indigenous Liaison Officer
Steven Williams
Team Leader Litter Collection
Allan Haldane

Welder/Maintenance

Department
CCS, Rangers
TS, Municipal
Services
TS, Municipal
Services

7 January 2019

Commenced
8 January 2018
22 October
2018
17 January
2012

Total number of positions at Council:
176 permanent full-time, 8 permanent part-time, 10 contract (including 1 Town Crier)

Finished
7 February 2019
15 February
2019
27 February
2019

Council’s aspirational target figure for indigenous employment is 20%.
The current number of indigenous employees stands at 19 which represent 9.8% of the workforce.
14.9% indigenous employment in outdoor workforce, 2.5% in indoor employment.
The break up is as follows:
Civic Centre: 1 Library: 1 Depot: 15 RWMF: 2 ASALC: 0 Total: 19
Additionally, 4 indigenous workers are employed through an agreement with Correctional Services at the
Regional Waste Management Facility.

IT IS RECOMMENDED that this report be received and noted.

2.

ALICE SPRINGS MASTER PLAN BRIEFING DOCUMENT
The period for public comment in relation to the above document closed on Thursday
28 February 2019.
Attachment One is the Chief Minister’s response to Council’s request seeking a
financial commitment and collaborative support, with the remaining attachments
being responses to the Master Plan Brief.

FOR DISCUSSION.
Attachment 1
Attachment 2
Attachment 3
Attachment 4
Attachment 5
Attachment 6
Attachment 7

3.

Letter to Mayor Ryan from the Chief Minister received on 13 March 2019
Alice Springs Master Plan 2050 Briefing Document
Email from Mr Trevor Shiell received on 20 February 2019
Email from Mr Domenico Pecorari received on 26 February 2019
Email from Mr Adrian Tomlinson received on 28 February 2019
Email from Mr Alex Read received on 4 March 2019
Email from Ms Bronwyn White received on 8 March 2019

CENTREROC
A meeting of Centreroc was held on Monday 4 March 2019 at Tennant Creek.
The minutes from this meeting are attached.
FOR INFORMATION.

Attachment 8:

Minutes from the Centreroc Meeting held on Monday 4 March 2019

4.

CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE CHIEF MINISTER
Further to Councils decision at the Ordinary Meeting on Monday 25 February 2019,
the Mayor wrote to the Chief Minister expressing concerns about comments made in
the Parliament about the NT Government's relationship with Council.
Relevant correspondence is attached.

FOR DISCUSSION.

Attachment 9: Letter from Mayor Ryan to the Chief Minister on 1 March 2019
Attachment 10: Letter to Mayor Ryan from the Chief Minister received on 14 March 2019

5.

ALICE SPRINGS TOWN COUNCIL STRATEGIC PLAN 2018/2021
Benchmarking expressions of interest were invited to address Alice Springs Town
Council’s Strategic Plan 2018-2021 stipulation that "the CEO will undertake
benchmarking of the organisational culture, values and behaviour in 2018/19 and will
establish strategies and targets as required” in accordance with Objective four of
Councils adopted Strategic Plan.
Expressions of interest closed on Monday 11 March 2019. Six submissions were
received and a preferred organisation has been selected based on capability and
price.
Micromex Research
throughout Australia.
quoted at less than
expression of interest
2019.

has extensive experience working with Local Government
Their survey rollout, reporting and associated costs were
$10,000. Micromex has been advised of their successful
and they will commence work with Council, during late March

FOR INFORMATION.

6.

ALGA MOTION FROM COUNCILLOR COCKING
Motion: That ALGA call on the Federal Government to develop a national
approach to recycling textile and clothing waste.
"Textile and clothing waste is a growing problem for local governments nationally.
The ABC’s War on Waste: Fast Fashion reported that 6 tonnes of clothing is dumped
every 10 minutes in Australia, accounting for more than 500 000 tonnes of textiles
and leather products ending up in landfill.
The Global Fashion Agenda’s Pulse of the Fashion Industry report, as quoted in the
Waste Management Review's Fast Fashion Unravelled,

(http://wastemanagementreview.com.au/fast-fashion-unravelled/), predicts that
global fashion waste will increase by 60 per cent between 2015 and 2030.
Without clear pathways to recycling clothing, many charities are bearing the costs of
sending the unusable clothing to landfill. It was reported by the National Association
of Charitable Recycling Organisations in an ABC news story in October 2018
(https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-10-04/charities-spendinq-millions-cleaninq-upfast-fashion-qraveyard/10328758) that charities are spending $13 million per year in
landfill charges to dispose of unusable donations.
The breakdown of natural textiles and fibres in landfill can contribute to greenhouse
gas emissions but the breakdown of nylon and polyester fabrics cause the release of
toxins and microfibres into the environment.
Clothing and fashion waste is a global issue that impacts on local governments
across Australia. A national approach'to reduce the amount of textiles and clothing
ending up in landfill is required. The Federal Government can take a lead in
supporting and developing a national approach to reducing the global impacts of the
fashion industry on our local landfills and our environment.
Taking a lead on this issue in Australia will create opportunities for other nations to
get involved. A circular economy for the fashion and textiles industry in Australia will
be a win for the environment and the Australian community.
Seconded: Councillor Marli Banks

FOR DISCUSSION.

Rex Mooney
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Attachment 1

CHIEF MINISTER
Parliament House
State Square
Darwin NT 0800
chief.minister@nt.gov.au

GPO Box3l46
Darwin NT 0801
Telephone: 08 8936 5500
Facsimile: 08 8936 5576

His Worship the Mayor
Mr Damien Ryan
Alice Springs Town Council
PO Box 1071
ALICE SPRINGS NT 0871

Dear Mayor

Thank you for your letter of 6 February 2019, regarding the Alice Springs Master Plan 2050
(the Master Plan) and the request for a financial commitment and collaborative support in a
tender process for the preparation of the Master Plan.
As you would be aware, the Northern Territory Planning Commission (NTPC) has been
undertaking a significant process to develop a Central Alice Springs Area Plan (the Area Plan).
The draft Area Plan seeks to promote Alice Springs as an engaging and lively destination to live,
work and play. The draft Area Plan also has a long-term outlook for the future of the Alice Springs
CBD as the primary location for commercial and retail activity.
The draft Area Plan was developed utilising a range of infrastructure studies and advice from
service authorities, Northern Territory Government agencies, the Alice Springs Town Council
(ASTC) and community consultation undertaken in stage one of the process in October and
November 2017. I am pleased to say that the draft Area Plan is in its final stage and is now
under-going formal public consultation.
You would also be aware that the Northern Territory Government has committed to revitalising
the Alice Springs CBD through a $20 million investment to implement:
•

Heat mitigation initiatives, including shade structures initially focused on Bath Street,
Hartley Street and Gregory Terrace informed by a heat study undertaken by the
University of New South Wales.

•

Community Safety initiatives
Environmental Design audit.

•

A Water Play area to improve attraction for families to attend the CBD.

•

Breaking the Cycle of Youth Crime and Anti-social Behaviour strategy.

informed

by a

NORTHERN

recent Crime

Prevention

through
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I understand that on 5 February 2019, the Hon Dale Wakefield MLA, Minister for
Territory Families, along with Northern Territory Government officials, briefed the ASTC on the
identified projects for revitalising the Alice Springs CBD, and that a request was made for the
Government to contribute financial support to develop the Alice Springs Master Plan 2050,
estimated at costing $500 000.
The Northern Territory Government’s preference is to invest in projects that will benefit the Alice
Springs economy, create jobs and increase community safety. Accordingly, we are prepared to
consider funding a car parking plan and a lighting plan as part of the Alice Springs CBD
revitilisation to improve vehicle access to the CBD and community safety in public places.
Government will also consider supporting practical outcomes that may arise from the ASTC’s
master planning process.
I understand the ASTC has subsequently endorsed all of the projects presented and referred
them to a joint operational working group for implementation.
I look forward to delivering these projects in partnership with the ASTC so the Alice Springs
community can enjoy a vibrant and revitalised CBD area.

s sincere!'

GUNNER

13 MAR 2019

Attachment 2

Alice Springs
TOWN

City2050
Alice Springs Master Plan
November 2018

Briefing Document

Last updated 4/12/2018 - S Dominguez
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This report has been prepared because of the following motion passed by the Alice
Springs Town Council on the 30th July 2018.

Report Purpose

"That Council approach the Northern Territory and Commonwealth Governments to
financially invest in the preparation of a Master Plan for Alice Springs."
The report summarises the outcomes of 2 workshops with the Alice Springs Town Council
Elected Members and subsequent research. It is designed to:
1.
2.
3.

Form the basis of a resolution of Council to move forward with an Alice Springs
Master Plan
Be used to seek political and financial support from the Northern Territory
Government to initiate the project as a joint venturer
Inform the project tender required to create both the Master Plan and ongoing
process needed to ensure its ongoing success

This report outlines the:
•

Desired outcome

•
•
•

Context as to why this is needed
Process undertaken
Aspirations of the council

•

Recommendations

The desired outcome, as expressed by the Alice Springs Town Council Elected Members,
is to establish a shared ambition between Alice Springs Town Council and the Northern
Territory Government to create an Alice Springs Master Plan that includes:
•

A 30 year Vision for the Town Centre

•

A 10 year Master Plan for the Town Centre to coordinate and implement the
vision's outcomes

•

A defined process shared by the Alice Springs Town Council and Northern Territory
Government to ensure ongoing ownership, maintenance and execution of both the
30 year Vision and 10 year Master Plan

•

Financial and administrative support of both the Alice Springs Town Council and
Northern Territory Government to implement this process and ensure its success
in the short and long term.

It is envisaged the Alice Springs Master Plan2050 & Alice Springs Town Centre Master Plan
2030 would both be prepared and owned collaboratively by the Alice Springs Town Council
and Northern Territory Government to provide a long-term vision that connects today
with tomorrow with a practical goals and actions.
The Alice Springs Master Plan2030 & Alice Springs Town Centre Master Plan 2030 will
articulate a shared community aspiration and ensure a co-ordinated process for
enhancing the social, economic and environmental conditions over a time. Its purpose is
to motivate and synchronise the efforts, actions and investments of the private sector, all
levels of government and the community with a co-ordinated and transformational
theme.
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Desired Report
Outcome

Context

Global urbanisation is upon us and, in response to this and other megatrends, cities and towns
around the world are transforming more rapidly than ever before. Alice Springs is no
exception, with changes in the local and international economy, plus renewed funding
opportunities presenting further challenges and opportunities.
Alice Springs is the heart and soul of Central Australia, an iconic outback town, rich in
history and culture, with much to offer and new opportunities on the near horizon.
Described as the inland capital of Australia, with significant facilities and more international
attention than ever before, further investment in the town is inevitable and must be co
ordinated to achieve the best outcomes.
The town plays a key role in a very large region. Its both a served town for the local
community, 260 remote communities, a mining community and large number of tourists.
It's catchment doubles the population of the already thriving town.
Alice Springs Town Council has relatively limited powers in the areas of urban planning but
does play a key role in the provision and implementation of physical, social and community
services. It also it maintains and manages significantly more infrastructure than it
implements and aspires to do that as well as possible.
In the interests of the town reaching its potential, the Alice Springs Town Council wishes to
play a more strategic role; one that will maximise the efforts of all that contribute to the
future of the town which in turn makes the region unique, liveable and productive.

Process

The Alice Springs Town Council believes that success will not happen by accident and that it
requires long term strategic planning, coordinated action and sustainable investment. They, as
community leaders, aspire to play a proactive role by working in partnership with other levels
of Government, and the community, to create and implement a shared vision for Alice Springs
and a roadmap for collaborative achievement.

The following steps have been undertaken to inform this outcomes report:
•

Meetings with Alice Springs Town Council Officers

•

Meetings with Northern Territory Department of Infrastructure, Planning & Logistics

•

Literature & desktop review

•

On site familiarisation

•

Two x 3 hour Elected Member workshops

•

Additional research as required

The workshops undertaken with Elected Members included:
•

Facilitation of wide-ranging discussion from all participants

•

Professional development discussions on several key topics

•

Exploration of town centre's physical, environmental, economic and social
infrastructure

•

Facilitated discussion of an Alice Springs Vision timeline and goals

•

Identification key themes and major opportunities

•

Determination of a desired process for implementation

•

Exploration of appropriate next steps
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Council is highly aware that both private and public development directly influences
the performance and functionality of the Town Centre, and if managed well by all
key stakeholders, it can result in a more positive impacts to the community that
improve substantially over time. The need for an Alice Springs Master Plan2050 &
Alice Springs Town Centre Master Plan 2030has arisen to ensure that this process is
not only guaranteed, but also undertaken consistently over time via collaboration of
all stakeholders.
For the purposes of this report and future documentation, the Alice Springs Town
Council identified the Town Centre as encompassing:
•
•
•

Schwarz Cres - north
The Todd River - east
Speed Street plus the Alice Springs Aquatic & Leisure Centre - south

•

Stuart Highway - west

U/paya Rd
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Alice Springs Town
Centre

Alice Springs Town
Centre

This area designation is considered important as it encompasses a wide range of
important land uses generally considered vital to the effective operation of a Town
Centre. It enables the Alice Springs Master Plan2050 & Alice Springs Town Centre Master
Plan 2030to consider the whole area via a precinct approach that explores the specifics
around key topics such as education, sport and recreation, open space, housing,
heritage, economic development and government services.
The Alice Springs Town Centre currently provides many health, sporting, recreational,
commercial and social services to residents, tourists and the greater central Australian
regional population. It is an important meeting place and the defining urban feature of
the region that creates a lasting impression to all that visit. It has a unique character
that is appealing yet has significant potential to improve overtime. Its prosperity is
imperative to the economic performance and quality of life of the wider inland
Australian region and a clear vision can only help make it the best place it is capable of
being.
Whilst having many unique characteristics, development of the Town Centre has
resulted in partly adhoc patterns due to prevailing economic pressures and decisions
made by successive Alice Springs Town Councils and Northern Territory Governments.
Whilst some of this development has contributed positively to the sense of place and
character of Alice Springs, there is an opportunity to articulate and co-ordinate future
investment in a more cohesive manner that enables Alice Springs to prosper.
Some recent private and public realm development has resulted in a mix of appropriate
and inappropriately designed buildings, loss of communal meeting areas and reduced
pedestrian amenity. In general, the Town Centre does reflect a consistency with the
surrounding natural and built environments however there is substantial room for
improvement moving forward.
Some key issues that need to be considered by an Alice Springs Master Plan2050 & Alice
Springs Town Centre Master Plan 2030 include, but should not be limited to:
•

Numerical targets for Town Centre residential and visitor populations

•

Three-Dimensional model of the city that articulates a desired pattern, scale and
capacity for future development

•

Parking and transport vision and actions

•

Medium density housing that provides city life and housing choice

•

City vibrancy, public life and public realm

•

Precinct planning and development that provides the right mix of land uses and
community services

•

Day time and nighttime economy

•

Smart citizens and digital culture

•

Environmental opportunities associated with heat, water, flooding and
sustainable energy

•

Alice Springs Town Council and Northern Territory Government services

A Master Plan that speaks effectively to these issues will in turn be able to respond to,
and potentially co-ordinate, short and medium term funding opportunities on the
horizon today. This funding, if appropriately invested, will both respond to these issues
and maximise future outcomes that will ensure a pro-active Town Centre
transformation.
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Alice Springs Town Council Elected Members expressed the need for a long-term vision
and co-ordinated plan for change for the town with the following vision:

A vibrant and thriving community that embraces our culture, diversity and environment
coordinated and implemented in partnership with all levels of government, the
community and key stakeholders.
A suite of 3 documents, covering the following 3 defined areas, was considered the
most appropriate way to articulate an Alice Springs Master Plan2050:
1.

Alice Springs Town Centre

2.

The Town of Alice Springs - not including, but complementing, the Town Centre

3.

The Alice Springs Region - not including, but complementing, the Town

It is recommended these three components be undertaken in stages, with the Alice
Springs Town Centre considered the highest priority. Stages 2 and 3 were thought
appropriate to prepare once the Alice Springs Town Centre Master Plan2030has been
created, tried and tested.
Additionally, the short-term preparation of an Alice Springs Town Centre Master
Plan2030 will enable immediate consideration of significant environment, social and
economic infrastructure proposals and opportunities currently being explored by the
Northern Territory Government, Alice Springs Town Council, key stakeholders and the
private sector.
The Alice Springs Town Centre Master Plan2030 should be used as a reference
document to guide the future use and development of land and promote economic
vitality within the Alice Springs Town Centre. It should:
1.

Assist Alice Springs Town Council, service agencies, the Northern Territory
Government and Federal Government in making decisions about future
investment in infrastructure, community services and facilities

2.

Coordinate Local, Regional and Federal Government investment in Alice Springs

3.

Provide guidance for new land use and development activity consistent with the
Northern Territory Planning Scheme, Alice Springs Town Council directions and
the objectives of the Northern Territory Government

4.
5.

Coordinate community & private sector activity and investment in Alice Springs
Coordinate action between the various government agencies, interest groups
and the greater Alice Springs community
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Alice Springs Master
Plan2050

Alice Springs Master
Plan2050 Themes

A highly effective Town Centre contains a wide number of uses, and subsequently
should both be considered as a whole, as well as also being divided into separate
precincts based on land use and preferred development patterns for each of the areas.
These different precincts already include a wide range of various land uses, from retail
and commercial to service, community and cultural infrastructure. As such, they will
subsequently require different strategies to assist development in revitalising and
enhancing social, economic and environmental performance of their own precincts and
that of the Town Centre as a whole.
In establishing appropriate objectives and strategies, the Alice Springs Master Plan2050
should also establish an overview of the current economic and social conditions within
the Town Centre and each of the precincts. The plan should then identify key trends
and conditions that will allow effective solutions to be implemented.
An Alice Springs Master Plan2050 should be visionary, inspirational and aspirational.
Some key themes Alice Springs Town Council Elected Members indicated should be
explored in the preparation of the document include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aboriginal culture
Arts, culture & tourism infrastructure
Community diversity (Youth & Ageing) & safety
Community facilities, public amenities
Development and its form, scale & design
Digital culture, technology & smart town infrastructure
Economic development
Education infrastructure
Flood management
Heat mitigation, shade & open space
Housing choice, mixed density, affordability, including town camps
Medical, health & well-being infrastructure
NT Government services - Police/fire/emergency
Public realm & public life
Residential & daily Town Centre population goals
Sport, recreation, leisure, entertainment & night time economy
Street, car parking & integrated transport infrastructure
Sustainable energy production & efficiency
Sustainable water management
Vibrancy, placemaking, events and activities

The result of the Alice Springs Master Plan2050 should be a comprehensive list of
strategies and goals for the Town Centre as a whole and each of the precincts. Whilst
some strategies and goals may refer to short term projects of significance, the
overarching aspiration of the document should be to inform the longer-term
transformational ambitions shared by all stakeholders. This will be best achieved
through appropriate consultation and Northern Territory Government and Alice
Springs Town Council collaboration.
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An Alice Springs Town Centre Master Plan 2030 should be created within the framework of
the Alice Springs Master Plan2050. It should be a subcomponent of the greater vision that
defines tangible goals and actions that inform and implement the direction set by the
30-year vision. Whilst still visionary and aspirational, it should be designed to be a
practical and action orientated document able to deliver outcomes for the city today and
tomorrow.
An Alice Springs Town Centre Master Plan 2030 should also both be considered as a whole,
as well as also being divided into precincts based on land use and preferred
development patterns for each of the areas. It is envisaged such a document would
identify goals and actions to implement the Alice Springs Master Plan2050 themes as well
as identifying tangible major development projects that are either expected or desired
within a 10-year horizon.
Some key themes Alice Springs Town Council Elected Members indicated should be
explored in the preparation of the document include priorities for:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Art Gallery precinct
Bridge infrastructure
Digital culture, technology & smart town infrastructure
Integrated Transport infrastructure
Key placemaking sites
Key tourism infrastructure& accommodation
Learning Centre/Library precinct
Major development sites
Medical precinct infrastructure
Primary, Secondary, Tertiary & private sector Education infrastructure
Retail precinct
Sporting precinct infrastructure

The result of the Alice Springs Town Centre2030 Master Plan should be a comprehensive
list of goals and actions that clearly articulate the themes of the Alice Springs Master
Plan2050. It is envisaged most goals and actions will be specifically focussed on short to
medium term deliverable outcomes whilst others may refer to highly ambitious longerterm goals with a view to attracting funding opportunities as they arise.
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Alice Springs
Town Centre
Master Plan2030

Alice Springs
Master Plan2050
Implementation

A fundamental element in determining the success of an Alice Springs Master Plan2050
will be the extent to which it is adopted and implemented by all stakeholders.
Strategies will, over time, require specific action by the relevant national, regional and
local agencies and will be most effective when tied to a process of collaborative
creation, ongoing reporting, regular review and continuous updating.
Such a process, which should be determined and defined in the process of creating the
Alice Springs Master Plan2050, would enable such a plan to:
•

Have an ongoing role and relevance

•

Provide it with authority needed for ongoing decision making of all levels of
government

•

Ensure the Master Plan is a well-intentioned short and long term investment

•

Be owned by future Alice Springs Town Councils and Northern Territory
Government as policy and process that ensures all decision makers are informed
and held accountable

•

Be an adaptable and dynamic document that can and will respond to change and
emerging challenges and opportunities over time.

One opportunity is to explore the potential for the shared Alice Springs Town
Council/Northern Territory Inland Capital Committee explore ongoing ownership of an
Alice Springs Master Plan2050. Other models should also be explored that look at best
practice collaboration between local and regional governments using legislation or
other types of less formal agreements.
The City of Adelaide Act is one example of a process established between a regional
government and local council to ensure effective collaboration between both parties in
the interests of an effectively operating and developing a significant city centre.
The Adelaide Capital City Committee exists to promote the strategic development of
Adelaide and was established through an Act of Parliament. The Committee is chaired
by the Premier of South Australia and includes the Lord Mayor of Adelaide, two state
government Ministers and two City of Adelaide Councillors. The Committee's
legislative foundation gives a clear signal that the commitment to collaborate is backed
by real intentions.
In the process of determining the implementation and administration of the Alice
Springs Master Plan2050 it is recommended it include the following key features:
•

Be maintained as a living document by both the Alice Springs Town Council and
the Northern Territory Government

•

Include an on-going process of reporting, reviewing and updating

•

Ensure real world outcomes are reviewed against performance targets

•

Be used as a tool to gain funding from all levels of government and private sector
to implementing proposed goals

•

Be a document that is articulated to the wider community regularly to promote
awareness of goals and actions and enable private sector and community
collaboration
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The preparation of a Master Plan, as outlined in this report, will take commitment by all
stakeholders, considerable time and financial support. It is envisaged that this project will need
to be tendered nationally to fund a suitable team of experts able to undertake this complex
but important task.
The preparation of the Alice Springs Master Plan2050 will need to be undertaken by suitably
qualified and experienced team of professionals that will need to undertake the following
project deliverables:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Project Governance
On site analysis
Document review and gap analysis
Collection and review of social, environmental, demographic and economic data
Preparation of a 3D model
Stakeholder engagement & consultation
Preparation of an Alice Springs Town Centre Master Plan2050 and Alice Springs
Town Centre Master Plan2030documents
8. Creating of an ongoing strategic planning process, possibly including legislation

It would be the responsibility of the consultant to propose a methodology that includes a
project plan, which will need to include:
• Overall approach to each component of the project and key principles to be considered
• Proposed tasks and their duration
• Disciplines and persons to be involved in each task and level of involvement (e.g.
number of hours/days)
•
•
•
•

Key milestones and deliverables
Peer reviews
Proposed meetings with the project team including inception meeting workshops
Key presentations to the Alice Springs Town Council and Northern Territory Government

Responses should clearly communicate how the methodology will achieve the project
deliverables.
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Alice Springs
Master Plan7050
Preparation

Alice Springs
MasterPlan2050

1.

Preparation

•

Project Governance

It is proposed that the project will be co-ordinated using the following approach:
Primary coordination through the nominated Alice Springs Town Council and
Northern Territory Government Project Managers
•

Additional input through an Alice Springs Town Council and Northern Territory
Government Working Group (to be determined) which will receive presentations
from the consultant team at key milestones in the project as detailed in the
Methodology.

The consultant will be required to prepare a detailed project coordination strategy, and
as part of the submission, should expand on this proposed approach, including number
of meetings offered and communication channels.
2.

On site analysis

An understanding and appreciation of Alice Springs Town Centre is required. It will be
achieved by experts undertaking and demonstrating a detailed onsite analysis of the
study area.
3.

Document review and gap analysis

To appropriately develop an Alice Springs Master Plan2050 a review of relevant
documents and a gap analysis is required. This phase of work would consider a
comprehensive review of all an Alice Springs Town Council and Northern Territory
Government strategic documents and any work in progress such as community and
infrastructure reports, economic and housing futures, project approvals and articulated
possible projects including infrastructure and transport plans.
4.

Collection & review of social, environmental, demographic and economic data

This phase of work would include reviewing appropriate social, environmental,
demographic, economic and development data available for Alice Springs. This would
also include analysing projected changes and growth in each of these areas, as well as
any current projects occurring in Alice Springs.
5.

Preparation of a 3D model

A 3D model should be prepared to capture the existing built form, projects under
construction, projects approved and seriously entertained projects. It should also be
created in a series of layers that also enable the creation of alternative future built
form futures that enable stakeholder and community engagement.
This could be a web-based tool that allows Council officers and the community to view
the existing and proposed permit applications and developments now and into the
future.
6.

Stakeholder engagement & consultation

The Consultant shall provide a consultation strategy to address, as appropriate,
presentations and briefings to the Project Managers and working group, Council and
Executive Teams and/or other groups identified as relevant by Consultants and
approved via project governance.
Presentations to meetings of the Alice Springs Town Council and Northern Territory
Government at key stages of the development of the project will be required.
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7.

Preparation of an Alice Springs Town Centre Master Plan2050 and Alice Springs Town

Centre Master Plan2030documents
This phase of work would consider the vision for Alice Springs and would involve
workshopping the Alice Springs Town Council and Northern Territory Government elected
members and administrations, as well as input from the broader community and other key
stakeholders. This would include a review of all existing strategy, policy and spatial plans.

Alice Springs
Master Plan2050
Preparation

This phase must focus on the future aspirations for Alice Springs, rather than rationalising
what is already happening and approved. This will require an imaginative and open-ended
exploration of the full range of aspirations for Alice Springs.
It will be important to understand how the vision is 'shared' by the major stakeholders that
will be implementing the vision and how it aligns with their strategic objectives.
8.

Creating of an ongoing strategic planning process, possibly including legislation

It is critical for the Alice Springs Master Plan2050to be an evolutionary and dynamic process
that allow for ongoing assessment of arising opportunities, proposals, innovative ideas,
changing trends and partnerships.
A review of best practice processes in place is required that results in an exploration of
options for the Alice Springs Town Council and Northern Territory Governments to consider
and determine collaboratively.

As a result of the following motion passed by the Alice Springs Town Council on the 30th July
2018, the following steps are recommended:

"That Council approach the Northern Territory and Commonwealth Governments to
financially invest in the preparation of a Master Plan for Alice Springs."
1.

That the Alice Springs Town Council endorse this report as a working document to
initiate discussion with the Northern Territory and Federal Governments.

2.

That the Alice Springs Town Council use this report as a working document to initiate
discussions with the Northern Territory Government regarding possible funding and
governance models to undertake preparation of Alice Springs Master Plan2050 and
Alice Springs Town Centre Master Plan2030.

3.

That this report forms the basis of a contract tender for Alice Springs Town Council
and Northern Territory Government to seek registrations of interest to undertake the
work required to implement the Alice Springs Master Plan2050 and Alice Springs Town
Centre Master Plan2030.
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Alice Springs
Master Plan2050
Recommendations

Planning

Stephen Yarwood
Urban Futurist
+61 400 000 944

Tomorrow
Today

Stephen@city2050.com.au
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Alison Signor
From:
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To:
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Attachments:

Trevor Shiell <
Wednesday, 20 February 2019 8:58 AM
ASTC
Planning
planning scheme for ASTC masterplan.odt; eastern entry from plenty.pdf; Willunga
walking trail.pdf; ndian HighcommissionerTheAustrlian.jpg

CEO attn Rex Mooney
A few thoughts Re the recent article in he Advocate. This has gone also to NT planning and reflects once again the
extreme shorsightedness of planning. The situation with electric vehicles was again reflected in this mornings ABC
presentation with respect to solar vehicles.
This is again the prime reason why we and others of our age group too are now planning to leave after over 30
years. Here.
Trevor Shiell
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Attachment 4

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

domenico pecorari
Tuesday, February 26, 2019 10:25 AM
ASTC
Alice Springs Master Plan

To: Mr Rex Mooney, CEO Alice Springs Town Council

Dear Sir
RE:

Comments on the Briefing Document for the proposed Alice Springs Master Plan 2050.

Before commenting upon the Briefing Document itself, I’d like to congratulate the Alice Springs Town Council for taking
the initiative and starting the process of developing a Master Plan for our town of Alice Springs - a community-supported
vision which will guide future development for the benefit of all its citizens.
Those who know me will know that it is something that has long been very close to my heart.
I agree with a great deal of the Briefing Document, but have concerns with four fundamental points, as follows:
1.
Project vs Issue-based Plans.
The Master Plan, as proposed, is very much project driven, with an emphasis on infrastructure and the physical. This is an
approach which has repeatedly failed us in the past and provided many of the half-baked ideas that litter our town, from the
re-development of the northern end of Todd Mall which has resulted in a sun-baked street environment avoided by
pedestrians, to the totally ineffectual free-standing tourist audio-visual display at the front of Adelaide House.
A true Master Plan should be Issues-driven, beginning with identifying problem areas, recognising that these are inter
related with other problem areas, developing an understanding of those problems through data collection and consultation
with locally-based expertise, before coming up with specific “projects” that will provide workable solutions, addressing
multiple issues, where possible.
As an example, let’s take the issue of homelessness in our town.
From an over-riding cultural point of view, we, as a community, need to reach agreement that the homelessness affects all
of us in one way or another, that very few people “choose” to be homeless in a town with freezing cold winter nights and
heatwave-plagued summer days, and accept our social responsibility for the well-being of every citizen of the town.
People generally become homeless through personal crises that include but are not limited to relationship breakdown, loss
of employment, mental health issues and inability to return back to their home community, problems that are often
exacerbated by the influence of alcohol and beyond their personal capacity to resolve. Solutions arise from a multi-pronged
approach.
A fair and humane community response may be to for Council to provide basic amenities for the homeless, developed
through proper consultation and prioritised to their stated needs, a facility that would probably include a safe and secure
place for them to store their valuables, hygienic 24/7 ablution facilities where they can go to the toilet, shower and wash
their clothes, and a safe place to sleep overnight - just as council now provides public drinking fountains and park seating.
In return, the homeless benefiting from these services could be expected to take on some responsibilities, such as keeping
the facilities clean, and even “pay” for the privileges through taking on “day jobs” for the council to build up personal non
cash “credit”.
The benefits of such a project would see homeless people living a healthier lifestyle, feel like they are a part of a caring
society and have a higher sense of self-worth; local businesses would not have to resort to unsightly and inhumane anti
homeless measures; Alice Springs would reverse its national image as an uncaring, dangerous and even racist community;
residents may decide that Alice is not such a bad place to live and stop leaving town; national and international tourists
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numbers may increase as people again want to come see how we are successfully meeting our cultural, social and
environmental responsibi 1 ities.

2.
Geographical and Staged vs Overall Big Picture
The Master Plan, as proposed, runs the very real risk of being little more than yet another business-driven beautification
plan for the CBD, one based upon the misconception that “getting the CBD right” is the answer to all our problems. Also at
risk it the possibility that the Town Plan and Regional Plans sections of the Master Plan may never be undertaken.
An effective Master Plan needs to not be geographically limited if it is to deal with issues that span across all three sections
of this Region/Town/Town Centre “Russian Doll” model, such as:
•
developing an identifiable cultural identity;
•
working towards a more caring, inclusive community and society;
•
caring for our natural environment; and
•
making the town more liveable and economically affordable to both its citizens and visitors.
The solutions to these problems also cut across geographical boundaries, and include:
•
achieving reconciliation with the original inhabitants of the land;
•
developing a more equitable, respectful and inclusive society and community;
•
promoting medium-density housing closer to the CBD and around existing suburban activity nodes, thereby
encouraging walking and cycling and a healthier community;
•
developing a more effective and interconnected transport system, not only with busses around town and out to the
communities, but also interstate bus companies, the railway and airport.
Just as with designing a house, a successful process begins by analysing the “big picture” issues and working down through
to the details. Not the other way around.
3.
Time-based Plan vs Living Document
By including a date such as “Alice Springs Master Plan 2050” and “Alice Springs Town Centre Master Plan 2030”, there is
an implication that the planning has an end-date, or a vision of what Alice and its Town Centre will look like by the years
stated. We have seen the failure of such plans, the most recent being the “Alice-In-Ten”. What exactly did that plan
achieve?
Including an end-date runs counter to two of the recommended “key features” outlined on page 10 of the Briefing
Document, these being (to quote):
• Be maintained as a living document by both the Alice Springs Town Council and
the Northern Territory Government
• Include an on-going process of reporting, reviewing and updating.

A Master Plan vision should not have an end-date, but should lay out the kind of society we want to be, what kind of an
environment we want to live in and what kind of culture we want to have develop in our town and region. It should not be
set in stone, nor limited through being defined as a “30 year vision” but be an evolving vision, adapting to changing
circumstances as specific goals are met and new problems and opportunities arise, a never-ending journey rather than
destination focused.
It is not like we are building a car here, with an end “product” defined by plan drawings.
4.
True Whole-of-Community involvement
I would not like to see any Master Plan evolve from limited consultation with so-called “stakeholders”, with the resulting
draft plan presented to the public for comments, as we have seen in the past. This “fait accompli” approach will not be
accepted by the general public.
Alice Springs Town Council need to accept that the regular “man in the street” has just as much right to participate in the
process, from the very beginning, as do the so-called “movers and shakers” of our town.
Our town and region is blessed with many locals that possess expertise and experience in a variety of cultural, social,
environmental and financial fields, all of which I believe would be able and willing to contribute towards a viable Master
Plan, through their deep-rooted interest in making our town a better place for all. They must be involved if the Master Plan
is to succeed.
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Yours faithfully

Domenico Pecorari

Attachment 5

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Adrian Tomlinson <
Thursday, February 28, 2019 1:09 PM
ASTC
Alice Springs Master Plan

Dear Rex,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Master Plan consultation document. I congratulate
Council on the initiative and would like to add my support (subject to qualifying comments below). It
seems to be very crowded planning space but none of the planning documents and strategies that I am aware
of present a vision of what sets the Alice Springs apart and what we like about it, or give the sense of being
anything but quite passive documents that would respond to change as it happens rather than driving a
positive agenda.
I agree that there is an opportunity for a Master Plan coordinate the different plans and initiatives. It could
be a unifying document which brings together community and the different tiers of Government and
provides a focus of efforts and investment.
I note and support the emphasis upon the Master Plan establishing an ongoing process (section 8 page 12)
for its implementation. By not locking in what and how we do everything now means we will get the
benefit of allowing people not present in the room now, including future generations, to have room to
collaborate in a way that builds on a well-established set of values. It also means the plan will have a longer
life and be flexible to incorporate future ideas and opportunities so long as they fit within the Masterplan
principles.
I am also pleased that there is a component that considers Alice in the regional context rather than in
isolation.
I am concerned that the current briefs appear to be too ambitious in their scope and overlap on the other
plans already in place (eg Alice Springs Structure Plan and DPIL plan for the Central area). By being so
expansive I am concerned that the work that comes back could be very expensive or otherwise the results
could be too light weight to be useful.
I strongly suggest a tightening of focus to do what is strictly needed for the Master Plan in a very narrow
sense. The existing raft of strategies in place or in development should be seen as the main ways of
implementing the values, vision and ongoing collaboration established by the Master Plan.
One possible approach could be for a two stage tender process with the first stage being to design a
proposal/scope of works. Alternatively keeping the brief quite open and focused on the outcomes Council is
seeking rather than tasks would invite innovation and take advantage of the expertise that is available in
what is a complex area.
I also put forward the following 5 ideas which I would be delighted for you to consider incorporating into
these documents.
1. The Master Plan should focus on shared values not a map (at least not a map in great
detail). With the fast change in technology, the products and ideas about what constitutes a good
spatial plan and types of buildings etc will change rapidly but people's values will not. Therefore the
Master Plan should establish what we value (for example we might agree that we value a good desert
design with a distinctive local building vernacular, a small urban footprint and public spaces that suit
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Arrernte way of life - these could be values in the Master Plan but I believe specifying how they are
achieved is not a job for a Master Plan),
2. The Master Plan should establish decision making processes that give effect to the values it
establishes. (I recognise this is in part embedded in the documents but suggest this needs more
emphasis). This could include such things as biannual symposium which encouraged inclusion and
ideas to emerge through collaboration. By continually coming together in this way people will start
to share and develop these values. I think this is important as planning for Alice Springs seems quite
contested at the moment.
3. Alice Spring’s local aboriginal population is at least one third of the population and will spend
their whole lives in the area not retire somewhere else as is too often the case. Fundamentally the
Master Plan needs to be done in an inclusive way and come up with ways in which local aboriginal
people are included on an ongoing basis and their needs have been met. If it does this then it could be
a unique achievement in Australia.
4. The Master Plan should reinforce the need for decisions to be based on information and outline
how this will be obtained. I am pleased to see a survey component in the Master Plan.
5. I recommend that one of the most valuable pieces of information needed is an input output
economic model. From experience I had with a long term planning project for the Pilbara cities this
was an excellent tool to gain an understanding of flows of money into and within the regional
economy, whether it stays and which sectors benefit. It is also able to capture flow on benefits to
employment. Such a tool can shed light on questions such as for example what are the economic and
employment benefits of say a university as compared to mining, horticulture or the health industry
and therefore be helpful in directing effort and investment.
Thanks once aeain for the opportunity to comment. If you would like to discuss these comments I can be
contacted on
Best wishes
Adrian Tomlinson
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Attachment 6
Alison Signor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Alex Read <_
Monday, March 04, 2019 3:42 PM
ASTC
Master Plan Submission
Master Plan Briefing Document ALEC Submission.pdf

Dear Rex,
Attached is a submission from the Arid Lands Environment Centre on the Master Plan Briefing Document.
Thank you considering this feedback. I look forward to further engagement with this important process.
Warm regards,
Alex Read
Policy Officer
Arid Lands Environment Centre (ALEC)

'Healthy futures for arid lands and people'
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Arid Lands Environment Centre, Inc.
Office
Mail
Phone
Fax
E-mail
ABN

90 Gap Rd, The Gap
PO Box 2796 Alice Springs
NT 0871 Australia
+61 (08) 8952 2497
+61 (08) 8953 2988
info@alec.org .an
50 100 640 918

Master Plan Briefing document
The Arid Lands Environment Centre is central Australia's peak environment organisation that has been
advocating for the protection of nature and ecologically sustainable development of the arid lands since

1980.
ALEC regularly engages in planning reform at both the local and Territory level through policy advocacy and
public engagement. The planning space is complex and crowded with multiple layers of policies, guidelines,
protocols, regulations and codes that can be inconsistent and contradictory. The development of a Master
Plan is therefore necessary to develop a unifying framework that can coordinate planning processes in
working towards a comprehensive and inclusive vision for the region.
ALEC welcomes the release of this briefing document and strongly supports the commencement of this
exciting development in planning. If done correctly, this process represents a transformative shift in planning
and a move towards creating a more inclusive, sustainable and harmonious region. Bringing in a
comprehensive range of voices and perspectives will be critical to the success of this process. Only through
broad community buy in will a unified vision be able to lead progression for the Town. This is a new phase of
planning that will need to explore innovative ways of consulting and responding to feedback.
This document is the first stage in a long process to achieve an ambitious and forward-thinking program of
reform. In order to deliver on this, some key issues should be clarified from the outset. These are:
-

Broad engagement and genuine integration of public feedback.

-

Implementation, integration and operation of the Plan.

-

Exploring new ways of thinking about space.

Community participation and engagement
A key strength of the report is in acknowledging the importance of public engagement in the success of the
plan. This planning process represents a shift in thinking around planning that will need to be informed by
extensive public consultation and engagement. Key to this will be demonstrating to a range of stakeholders
that their feedback will influence the process and outcomes of the Master Plan. Council are key to driving
this, but they should not be the only authority for determining the final content of the plan.
External experts are not necessarily supported for this process. The plan should prioritise local knowledge
and input, including local experts to draw from local history and context. Building a consistent and unified
vision for the region will need to be developed and owned by the community rather than imposed by
external expertise or overly technical advice. All too often planning for this region is imposed by the North or
economic agendas from the East Coast.

A key question that needs to be asked through this process is whose voices are being incorporated into the
planning process. It is important therefore to include an acknowledgement of ongoing central Arrernte
culture and language as well as other language groups and cultures. Alice Springs is also known as Mbarntwe,
the Todd River is also known as Lhere Mbarntwe. These places names should be celebrated alongside the
settler stories of the town. Developing a unified vision will need to include the long legacy of aboriginal
histories and special places that define the character of the Town.
Implementation and integration
A key strength of the briefing document is in outlining the issue of implementation. This section is supported.
The key purpose of the planning process should be in creating processes for more effective collaboration and
coordination across all the various layers of planning, regulations and strategies. Without proper integration
this plan risks becoming another layer of bureaucratic procedure out of touch with the lived realities of those
living in town.
This process should draw from the South Australian Adelaide model of local/state government collaboration.
It will be important to understand at an early stage the legal operation of the plan and where it sits in terms
of its political hierarchy. Agree that political support from all levels will be required and that this will provide
it with the authority needed to achieve the desired outcomes.
As early as possible, the plan should provide guidance on resolving conflict in the event there are
inconsistencies with this document and the other strategies and plans for the region. Is the intention for this
plan to have legal superiority? How will this be achieved without certainty on the legal operation of the
plan? These should be core questions moving forward with the process.
In addition to government, civil social and community groups should be included to play a key role.
Government will play a primary role in facilitating the process, but civil society should have an equal role in
defining the vision and implementing outcomes.
Innovation in planning
This plan should strive to achieve visionary participatory planning. For that it needs to explore new ways of
thinking about planning and collaborating across organisations, institutions and engaging with the public in a
way that has not been done before. One way this can be achieved is changing the way spaces are prioritised
and valued in the locality.
There is an implicit assumption in current planning methodology that commercial areas are the most
important and the central mechanism of place making. This plan should move beyond that traditional
approach and incorporate natural spaces and cultural sites into the character of the town. The Todd River is
not just a boundary to the CBD it is an iconic natural/cultural feature that performs so many important
functions for many people. Only through diversifying the concept of space and place making will this plan be
able to move us forward in creating more harmonious and inclusive public spaces.
There is a need to move away from planning that is focused on ad hoc project based responses to issues.
Over the long term, this could transition towards more principled needs-based planning rather than an
overreliance on large ad hoc infrastructure projects driven by economic imperatives for growth. Master
Planning will need to incorporate a truly multidisciplinary way of organising and collaborating across social,
environmental, political, economic and cultural factors.
Climate change is having a profound impact on the amenity, liveability and experience of the town. It should
be included as a key driver of change in the Master Plan to facilitate collaboration between governments and
Arid Lands Environment Centre
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organisations. Climate change adaptation is fundamental to maintaining the environmental and human
health of the region over the coming decades. It should therefore be a core function of the plan from the
beginning.
Conclusion

ALEC supports the form and content of the briefing document. This process, if done properly will provide a
transformative shift in collaboration between organisations, governments and civil society to improve
environmental, social and cultural outcomes for the region for decades to come.
Key recommendations
-

That the planning process is multidisciplinary and draws from a range of areas of expertise.

-

That the Master Plan acknowledges climate change and the need to build adaptive capacity and

-

That the process engages a wide range of stakeholders across the community and establishes a

-

That following this public consultation, stakeholders are informed about the influence of their

-

That there is a move away from economically driven, large project-based planning towards a more

resilience is a core guiding principle.
process to ensure that public feedback determines the content of the plan.
feedback.
holistic, needs based approach.
-

That civil society groups and non-government organisations play a key role in the process.

-

That the plan brings in multiple perspectives and cultures in a vision that captures the full range of
experiences in the town.

Arid Lands Environment Centre

Attachment 7
Alison Signor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Bronwyn White <.
Friday, 8 March 2019 9:42 AM
ASIC
Masterplan opportunity
Hot stats Domestic.pptx;MYTHBUSTERS.pdf

Dear Mr Mooney
My name is Bronwyn White, I am the CEO of New Young Consulting, a market research agency that
specialises in the over 55's seniors travel market.
We've just released the results of the most comprehensive study ever done in Australia on the travel
planning and booking habits of seniors.
They have grand plans of travelling.
I would love the opportunity to chat with you about some of the results as they could enhance your
Masterplan.
I have included in this email some pretty compelling statistics (hot stats Domestic) which scope the market
potential. As you can see, any strategic plan from now on simply cannot ignore the sheer numbers of baby
boomers that are about to travel.
I assume Alice Springs would love a slice of the pie.
Also attached is a small sample report - seniors travel mythbusters. I really think you will find it interesting.
I would love the opportunity to talk to you about some of the findings.
Kind regards
Bronwyn White
CEO

HI;

Bronwyn White | CEO | New Young Consulting
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Attachment 8

BARKLY REGIONAL COUNCIL

CENTRE ROC MEEING MINUTES
VENUE: Tennant Creek Council Chambers
Date: Monday 4th March 2019 - 8:30 am
Meeting commenced at 8:36 am
1.0

2.0

Opening and Attendance:
1.1

Members Present
• Rex Mooney
• Matt Paterson
• Jeff MacLeod
• Greg Sharman
• Diane Hood
• Adrian Dixon
• Steve Moore
• Steven Edgington

1.2

Absent With Apologies
• Roxanne Kenny
• Damien Ryan

Minutes of previous meeting:
Overview of minutes from meeting on 6th November 2018
MOTION: CEO’s to have an equal vote during Centre ROC meetings
MOVED: Rex Mooney
SECONDED: Steve Moore
MOTION CARRIED

3.0

Items Of Discussion:
3.1

Law and Order
•
•
•

General lack of presence of government services as a whole in these
communities - Police, Territory Families, and Housing.
Police keep giving the same reasoning as to why the police stations are not
manned - they have limited resources and not enough man power
There are currently 11 unmanned police stations in remote areas:
> Alpurrurulam
> Nyirripi
> Willowra
> Wilora - no police station built, managed from Ti Tree
> Laramba - no police station built, managed from Ti Tree
> Engawala - no police station built, managed from Atitjere
> Yuleumu - police station built, managed from Yuendumu
> Finke
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> Haasts Bluff
> Imanpa
> Titjikala
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

ACTION ITEM 1:

Diane Hood will draft correspondence to Chief Minister and NT Police
Minister; this will be approved by Mayors/Presidents for signing.
Signatories to correspondence will be:
> 4 x CEO’s to sign correspondence to government departments
> 4 x President’s/Mayors to sign correspondence to Ministers and/or
Parliament.

NOTE:

3.2

There does not appear to be a protocol within the surrounding manned
stations for checking on the unmanned areas - currently when there is a
violent outbreak the general police response is that they will attend the job,
the following day to get statements - there is a serious concern for public
welfare when these situations arise due to no police interference.
Themus Stations are the ones that are empty - in some cases the police
have stated that they did not request these communities become manned
and this was a Federal Govt, decision therefore not their responsibility.
Some health agencies are threatening to pull their services from the
community due to the ongoing violence and staff not feeling safe.
There have been instances where teachers have left the community due to
feeling unsafe causing the school to be shut down for 10 days.
There is a big problem with underage youth driving cars around the
community - have asked police to come through and use police radars in the
communities; this has not occurred at all.
Blame for crimes committed is placed on visitors to the community - we need
to look at the whole region and the similarity between each regions issues.
None of the youth offenders are being charged in the courts; the justice
system is reluctant to send people to jail due to the royal commission.
There have been discussions about a curfew in Tennant Creek and Alice
Springs.
Most break ins seem to be a result of youth looking for food - this is a
Territory Families issue that isn’t being address adequately.
CDRC - implemented a strategy where if council property was damaged and
the culprits are not identified then repairs are not done for 6 months, this has
reduced the number of break ins in the facilities that the communities use e.g.
youth centre.

Shared Services
3.2.1
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metal Recycling
3 councils passed resolution.
Write to minister in regards to approval to start negotiations on subsidiary.
Dept, will assist in writing of the constitution in relation to the shared service
arrangement.
True shared services only - we want in writing that there will be NO
MINISTERIAL VETO RIGHTS.
Current proposal covered a year of operations costs and upfront purchasing
(machinery etc.)
Concerns were raised that the current costs far exceed the money promised
to the region.
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•

ACTION ITEM 1:

The hope is to have the proposal approved and moving forward before the
end of the financial year.
CEOs from Central Dessert and Barkley Region to send a copy of council
resolutions on a letterhead to Jeff MacLeod.

3.2.2
•
e

•
•

ACTION ITEM 1;
ACTION ITEM 2:

3.2.3

Roads Committee
Terms of Reference were accepted by the Committee - should be an
invitation to the Regional Councils to attend the first meeting.
Roads Committee is an NTG project
The main purpose of the committee is information sharing between the
regions.
There is an obvious lack of roads funding - it seems that money is being put
into the roads that get used by tourists and not the roads in and out of
community, which require work to function properly.
Each Council representative to bring the motion to their local Council
meetings to get approved.
Diane will draft a motion and submit it for The National General Assembly;
pending Council approval - submissions for motions close 29th March.
Common Ground

Lighting
• It was stated that street light repair is a constant issue for the Barkly Region.
• Jeff MacLeod - MDRC explained that in their region they have a set standard
of 75% of lights working - an audit of streets lights is conducted once a
month and then a majority of repairs are done as a piggy back when various
repairs are already scheduled for the problem area. If there is less than 75%
of lights working correctly then a work order is processed for these repairs to
take place ASAP.
• New solar lighting (no power required) seems to be more sustainable with
lower long term maintenance costs - Jeff explained with the ones that MDRC
are using; are only illuminated when they sense movement (longer battery
life) and the battery is on the ground making it much easier to service them.
Local Buy
• Local Buy - LGANT approved services that do not require council to go to
through the tender process for some purchases, Jeff said this has been very
beneficial for MDRC in the last few years and that it has been extremely cost
efficient. Peter Me Lindon is the person to contact in regards to this practice,
he has previously presented at Council Meetings in the past.
Internal Risk Audit
• It was suggested that an internal risk audit position be created for Centre
ROC to share. This would be more effective than a compliance review being
undertaken when needed.
• ASTC declined involvement in this as they already have processes in place to
cover these issues, however BRC, CDRC and MDRC agree that this would
be beneficial for them.
• All three councils would contribute to the costs involved in employing a
person for this role.
• It is estimated that it would take approximately a total of 4-6 weeks per cycle
(2 weeks in-house and 2-4 weeks to research information for
3

•
•

•

ACTION ITEM 1:

recommendations) and this would occur on an ongoing rotating basis
between the three involved councils.
A set agenda for this employee would be outlined with each Council’s focus
areas for improvement clearly stated.
It would be desirable for the person employed in the position have some
knowledge of the working of NT government and the unique way processes
are done here.
It was also noted that there would have to be something in place to ensure
that the employers of this person (the three councils) cannot dictate too
stringently; the auditors processors.
CEOs from Central, Mac Donnell and Barkly to discuss how this would be
structured and budgeted between them.

3.3 Regional Planning
3.5.1 What Can ROC Do?
• Ensure all regional councils in Centre ROC are consistent in their messaging
in municipal and regional plans across all ROC areas; and
• Each region has their own Regional Economic Development Committees
ACTION ITEM 1:

Include references to ROC in municipal and regional plans. The same few
paragraphs to be drafted up for all regions to use to ensure consistency
across all ROC areas.

3.5.2
•
•
•

ACTION ITEM 1:

Mines
Poor communication by NTG is slowing mine development
Mining locations can be competitive worldwide; meaning NT is losing out due
to poor communication.
Note: Individual Councils can make a statement about their individual mines
in their area if they wish to do so.
Rex to discuss with Damien whether this is being addressed by Economic
Development Committee or if it requires Centre ROC involvement

3.4 Regional Development Australia
3.4.2
•
•
•
•

3.6.2
•
•
•

Update - Steven Edgington (Chair of RDA)
RDA Meets 4 times per year.
The Building Better Regions fund applications have closed - successful
applicants will be announced shortly.
RDA’s main role is to share information and ideas from local government
across all levels of government.
There is substantial work to be established in Jabiru to upgrade Kakadu
facilities and increase tourism, this is pending possible changeover of
government
Land Tenure
This may become an issue again with the new Burials and Cremations Bill fees and charges will probably go up due to new procedures.
There is clashes between legislation - in particular legislation regarding
indigenous land - in regards to pre-buying plots.
CLC has not consulted with Land Trusts in relation to new legislation.
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•

ACTION ITEM 1:

Another concern is that the legislation states that a permit for burial will not be
issued without a death certificate this could be problematic when certificates
of death are handed to grieving families shortly after a death and they may
not understand the significance of this paperwork; this could restrict the
occurrence of a burial/funeral and this will create discord within communities.
Share submissions in regards to the new Burials and Cremations Bill with
each regional council prior to submitting them.______________________

•

3.4.3
•
•

A major issue for all the regions is the amount of outstanding rates; CDRC
currently has a process of identifying the top ten offenders and focusing
solely on these in the hopes of regaining some money.
Library Services
MDRC has found that having a virtual library is more effective than focusing
on physical books.
Library funding for the region is not adequate and some regions have found
that with the limited budget they have had to run a pseudo library out of other
services.

3.5 Tourism
3.5.2
•

Tourism Master Plans
Money for NT Tourism is being put towards areas that are already attracting
tourists. There is not anything in place as of yet to have new start up
Indigenous businesses. There are so many different bodies involved in the
process and no clear ‘one stop shop’ that gives access to all the services
required to get people started. This is deterring people from creating new
tourist experiences.

3.5.3
•
•

Turbo Charging Funding
ASTC is currently unaware of where this funding is going to in their region.
MDRC - funding is going to the Hermannsburg Heritage area for
refurbishment. Camping grounds are in infancy.

3.6 General Business
3.6.2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Redress Scheme
The scheme provides access to counselling for victims
$10,000 - $150,000 will pay for historical events
Each Council is responsible for signing up for the scheme.
Financial Implications for Council?
Does current insurance cover these claims?
There will be pressure from the Federal Govt, for all Councils to sign up
CDRC has decided to opt in as there is a risk regardless of whether council
signs up or not.
BRC has a meeting in regards to the National Redress Scheme on the 26th
March

Meeting frequency for Centre ROC will be quarterly.
Next Meeting: 12:30 pm 3rd June - Alice Springs Town Council
Meeting Closed at 12:13 pm
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Attachment 9

1 March 2019

Mayor's Office

The Hon. Michael Gunner
Chief Minister for the Northern Territory
PO Box 11
Parap NT 0804

Dear Chief Minister,
PROPOSED NATIONAL ABORIGINAL ART GALLERY
At its February Ordinary meeting Council’s attention was drawn to your answer in Parliament
to a question relating to the proposed National Aboriginal Art Gallery and your disappointing
and disturbing response directed at the Alice Springs Town Council.
An extract from the Daily Hansard dated Thursday 14 February 2019 is attached.
You state...
ANSWER
Madam Speaker, Alice Springs is the inland capital of Australia and we want it to be
a destination in its own right. As a government, we want to invest significantly in Alice
Springs. We are doing that already across this term and right now at Acacia Hill,
north Stuart Highway duplication, the Alice Springs women's shelter, the domestic
violence courts.
One thing in all those projects have in common - nothing to do with Alice Springs
Town Council. We want to do a lot in Alice Springs. As a government, when we get a
free run at it, we get a lot done in Alice Springs.
Council is concerned that disparaging remarks such as this and innuendos levelled at
Elected Members is creating unfortunate and unnecessary disunion between the NT
Government and Council.
On behalf of Council I therefore extend an invitation for you to personally meet with all
Elected Members to have meaningful dialogue to ensure we can work together on a number
of issues which will be of benefit to the Alice Springs community.
ours/faithfully,

yan
MAYO

Cnr Todd Street and Gregory Terrace • PO Box
Tel: (08)

89 500 500

• Fax: (08)

1071

Alice Springs NT

89 530 558

Email: astc@astc.nt.gov.au • Web: www.aticesprings.nt.gov.au

0871

Alice Springs
TOWN

COUNCIL

Daily Hansard - Thursday 14 February 2019

Fifty-three lots have already been sold in stage one, and six are under contract. As a government, we have
brought forward $4.1m out of our $125.6m job-creating package to move ahead with Stage 2 of the Kilgariff
subdivision. We are selling about two lots a month.
When the Chief Minister talks about Territorians owning their own bit of the Territory, it is wonderful to go out
to Kilgariff, drive around, see those beautiful, arid gardens and those brand new houses being built. Two lots
a month is fantastic. There are about 20 lots left, so we only have a year-and-a-bit’s worth of land there. We
are ensuring we have a continuous supply of land for people in Central Australia with young families who
want to build a brand new house in Alice Springs in the Kilgariff area.
Member for Namatjira, NBN is wonderful. That will be happening in Kilgariff as well for all of us who like to
download Netflix and all of those things. It is a go-ahead suburb in Central Australia.
The other great thing is I was at the opening of Ruffino Park in September last year. It is a bit like Disneyland
in Alice Springs. It is the best park in Alice Springs. I have heard lots of stories of young families who drive
out to Ruffino Park just to get their kids on that beautiful new play equipment. I encourage the Alice Springs
Town Council to build some more parks. We want some more playgrounds in Alice Springs. I must say,
Ruffino Park is very popular. It is a beautiful park, as I said.
Something we are very proud of, as a government, is initiating kilgariff, seeing it go ahead, putting some
money in, bringing forward that $4,1m to ensure we have a continuous supply of land for families in Alice
Springs to build homes.
It is a great story. Member for Namatjira, like me, we look forward to seeing lots of people staying in Alice
Springs and building a home there.
\ \v , ■ ,. >
National Indigenous Art Gallery - Construction
Mrs LAMBLEY to CHIEF MINISTER
Since you came to government two-and-a-half years ago, you have not added one single extra cent to the
national Indigenous art gallery funding. Your progress to date has been at a snail’s pace. Construction of the
national Indigenous art gallery,is scheduled to comrnenc.e'next year. Could you update for the people of Alice
Springs on how you will go about building this wonderful, massive, public-funded project—the biggest that
Alice Springs has seen for several decades?
ANSWER

\

.z , . • •
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Madam Speaker, Alice Springs is the inland capital of Australia and we want It to be a destination in its own
right. As a government, we want to invest significantly in Alice Springs. We are doing that already across this
term and right now at Acacia Hill, north Stuart Highway duplication, the Alice Springs women's shelter, the
domestic violence courts.
' . ,\
One thing all those projects have in common—nothing to do with Alice Springs Town Council. We want to do
a lot in Alice Springs. As a government, when we get a free run at it, we get a lot done in Alice Springs.
We are proceeding with the national Aboriginal art gallery in Alice Springs. It will be magnificent. The Minister
for Tourism and Culture spoke about this in the House yesterday. There is, obviously, a lot of work we can
do and are proceeding with for the national Aboriginal art gallery.
Late last year there was a fantastic meeting on-site at the Anzac Oval precinct where 29 traditional owners
made their intentions really clear and asked Alice Springs Town Council to get out of the way. Early this year,
we received formal correspondence from nine who have now have a difference of opinion about approach.
As a government, we said we will respect that—we respect the 29 and the nine. We are taking a deep breath
and allowing some space to occur and those conversations to happen.
Separate from that, we obviously can, as a government, continue all the prep work we are doing on curation
and other things. That does not stop at all. The progress on the gallery is proceeding as normal. Obviously,
we need conversations to occur in Alice Springs about the location and how we proceed. We are doing that,
as a government, from a very respectful point of view. Our commitment, attention and vision for Alice Springs
has not changed at all.
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Daily Hansard - Thursday 14 February 2019

We believe Alice Springs is a magic place and that the art gallery should be in the heart of this country, in
the heart of Alice Springs. We are working to make that a reality.
The minster has done fantastic work. The local members have done fantastic work. We have to make sure
that we deliver something that will be transformative for Alice Springs. I believe it will be transformative for
this country. I want everyone who visits this great country of ours to know they must go to Alice Springs.
Everyone should go to Alice Springs; if you want to know the real Australia, experience real culture and
experience Australia; you must go to Alice Springs.
That is our vision as a government. That is what we are doing and how we will invest in Alice Springs.
Primary Industry and Resources - Local Jobs
Mr SIEVERS to MINISTER for PRIMARY INDUSTRY and RESOURCES
Minister, what are your priorities in your portfolio and how will they create local jobs for Territorians?
ANSWER
Madam Speaker, I thank the very hard-working member for Brennan for his question. He is someone invested
very heavily in recreational fishing and I look forward to working closely with him moving forward.
The number one priority of this government is creating jobs. As Minister for Primary Industry and Resources
I will be very focused on delivering those jobs through our government's priorities in this portfolio.
I am lucky in that I have had broad and welcome support since taking oh the ministry and I acknowledge the
work done by the Member for Johnston in this portfolio. It is a wonderful and broad portfolio, from the water
industry to agriculture, mining and other parts of the industries.
\
I am looking forward to putting a heavy stamp on sustainability. We have had a lot of good meetings with
AFANT. We have some heavy work to do, there is no doubt about that. We are looking forward to doing that
and taking on those challenges.
\

'
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We support these industries as much as we can .because we understand how important they are to the
Northern Territory. We .know that supporting Katherine as an agribusiness and logistics hub is very important
to the broader Katherine area and growing jobs in that area.
We are seeing a number of exciting developments and trials in agriculture, such as cotton, rice, soy beans
and quinoa coming to fruition.
In many different region? we are going from strength to strength. We heavily invest in the mining sector. Our
exploration expenditure increased by 43% in 2017-18. Our government is continuing to grow the support of
exploration. It creates jobs now and leads to mining jobs in the future.
Our government's commitment to the $26m Resourcing the Territory initiative is the biggest Territory
government spend ever In exploration. I am extremely proud to be working with those people going forward.
We oversaw a record-breaking mineral production in 2017-18 of $4.49bn. That is up 24% on the previous
year. We will be very keen bn working tirelessly to see that locals and businesses, and our priorities, working
through our onshore gas development we have already talked in bits and pieces about, and will continue to
talk about.
It would be remiss of me not to mention our agriculture—our farming, cattle and beef industries. We have
had strong discussions with them already and I look forward to working closely with those proponents and
all members across the Territory.
Local Government Act
Mr COLLINS to MINISTER for LOCAL GOVERNMENT, HOUSING and COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Madam Speaker, while I respect this was commenced under previous government, I was wondering if the
minister could inform the Assembly if and when you intend completing the review of the Local Government
Act, which seemingly has been gathering dust since submissions closed in June 2016?
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CHIEF MINISTER
Parliament House
State Square
Darwin NT 0800
chief.minister@nt.gov.au

GPO Box 3146
Darwin NT 0801
Telephone: 08 8936 5500
Facsimile: 088936 5576

His Worship the Mayor of Alice Springs
Mr Damien Ryan
Alice Springs Town Council
PO Box 1071
ALICE SPRINGS NT 0871

I love Alice Springs and as Chief Minister of the Northern Territory it is my privilege to regularly
visit and discuss the town I was born in and that my family still call home.
I will always talk about Alice with pride and passion.
The future of Alice Springs is dependent on the Northern Territory Government and Council
fostering a positive partnershipyand transcends any partisan political interest.

Yours sincerely

MICHAEL GUNNER
14
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